AIRPROX REPORT No 2013169
Diagram based on radar data
and pilot reports

Date/Time: 23 Nov 2013 1247Z (Saturday)
Position:

5049N 00112W
(Lee on Solent
- elevation 32ft)

Airspace:

Fleetlands ATZ1 (Class: G)
Aircraft 1

Aircraft 2

Type:

ASK21

Robin HR200

Operator:

Civ Club

Civ Comm

Alt/FL:

1200ft
QFE (NK hPa)

1500ft
QFE (NK hPa)

Conditions: VMC
Visibility:

>40km

NM
0

2

CPA 1247
47:06
46:48
47:30

VMC
25nm

Reported Separation:
50ft V/350ft H
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ASK21

Not Seen

Robin
1000ft alt

Recorded Separation:
NK
PART A: SUMMARY OF INFORMATION REPORTED TO UKAB
THE ASK21 PILOT reports descending above the high-key area for a right-hand circuit for RW05.
The white glider did not have external lighting, an SSR transponder or a TAS or ACAS fitted. The pilot
was operating under VFR in VMC, in receipt of an A/G Service from Lee Radio. The pilot stated that
he was circling to the right, above the start of the downwind leg for a RH circuit for RW05, descending
slowly through 1200ft agl. Another glider was ‘circling in fairly close proximity’ at the same height and
just upwind of the winch. The ASK21 pilot made a late visual contact with a low-wing single-engine
aircraft which passed ‘very close’, between him and the airfield, at an estimated height of 1500ft, and
heading ‘at right angles’ to the upwind end of RW05. The powered aircraft passed between the
second glider and the winch, within a few hundred feet of the winch, which was launching to 1500ft.
He considered that the powered aircraft pilot did not follow published joining procedures.
He assessed the risk of collision as ‘Medium’.
THE ROBIN PILOT reports joining the circuit at Lee on Solent. The white and green aircraft had
strobe lights selected on, as was the SSR Transponder with Modes A and C. The aircraft was not
fitted with a TAS or ACAS. The pilot was operating under VFR in VMC, in receipt of an A/G Service
from Lee Radio. He had been given ‘downwind joining instructions’ and, approached from an
easterly direction, 1nm north of the airfield, heading 270° at 100kt and 1500ft QFE, he avoided
crosswind conflict by ‘approaching from the northeast’ and ‘maintaining cruise altitude before
descending after upwind to the circuit height of 1000ft QFE’. When established on the downwind leg
he heard an RT call of a glider cable launch. In his lookout for other glider traffic, he saw one glider
turning well below him. He noted that after landing he heard someone make a comment about an
aircraft in confliction with a cable but as the only cable launch was when he was established
downwind, he did not consider that he was the subject of the comment.
He did not see another aircraft in proximity.
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The Airprox occurred outside the promulgated operating hours of the Fleetlands Helicopter Landing Site. Consequently,
the Fleetlands ATZ was not active.
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Factual Background
The weather at Southampton was recorded as follows:
METAR EGHI 231250Z 01012KT 9999 FEW030 07/01 Q1024

Lee on Solent has a promulgated glider site, winch launching and aero-towing up to altitude 2100ft.
The airfield has mixed power and glider circuit traffic with powered aircraft operating northwest of
RW05/23 and glider traffic southeast. The airfield is partially overlain by the MoD Fleetlands heliport
ATZ, and a LoA exists between the 2 operating authorities. The LoA from Revision 8 of the Lee on
Solent Aerodrome Manual is reproduced at Annex A.
The Lee on Solent Aerodrome Manual, Revision 8 dated 17th April 2013, section 5.14 states:
‘Powered aircraft and glider operations integration (Including motor gilders)
When the PNGC is active on the aerodrome and the circuit is divided into two distinct sections. Powered
flying and glider flying operate opposing circuits during this phase.
The circuit divider lies along the eastern limit of the main runway and extends to the outer limits of the circuit
pattern.
Circuit directions and heights
Powered aircraft circuits are 23 right hand and 05 left hand.
Glider and motor glider circuits are 23 left hand and 05 right hand.
The only exception to this rule would be in the case of a motor glider due to dual type of flying of a motor
glider the pilot of such craft can decide to use either the glider or powered circuits.
Neither type of aircraft should enter the opposite sector below 1500ft QFE within the confines of the airfield
…’

The Lee on Solent Airfield Visitors Guide, dated August 2013, is reproduced at Annex B.
Fleetlands operating hours are promulgated in the 1 AIDU Flight Information Publication ‘Helicopter
Landing Sites United Kingdom’, effective 5th September 2013 to 19th February 2014, as follows:
‘Op Hrs (L) 0830 – 1600 Mon – Thurs, 0830 – 1200 Fri.’

Analysis and Investigation
UKAB Secretariat
The Robin pilot was required to conform to the pattern of traffic intending to land at Lee–onSolent2, in this case both the glider traffic operating a RH circuit to RW05 and any powered traffic
that may have been in the LH circuit for RW05. The Robin pilot was operating outside the
published hours of operation of MoD Fleetlands and was permitted to transit the Fleetlands ATZ
without informing Fleetlands ATC. The Lee on Solent Airfield Visitors Guide recommends that
powered pilots joining the (powered) circuit avoid the deadside due to intense gliding activity. The
Robin indicated a constant Mode C derived altitude of 1000ft throughout the join and on the
downwind leg.
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Rules of the Air 2007 (as amended), Rule 12 (Flight in the vicinity of an aerodrome)
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Summary
An Airprox was reported when an ASK21 and a Robin HR200 flew into proximity at about 1247 on
Saturday 23rd November 2013, at Lee on Solent Airfield. Both pilots were operating under VFR in
VMC and were in receipt of an A/G Service from Lee Radio.

PART B: SUMMARY OF THE BOARD'S DISCUSSIONS
Information available included reports from the pilots of both aircraft and radar video recordings.
Board members first considered the actions of the HR400 pilot. Notwithstanding his, and the glider
pilot’s, report that he was at about 1500ft altitude, it was evident from the radar replay that his
aircraft’s Mode C output remained constant, at altitude 1000ft, during the join. Given the downwind
height of 1000ft, the Board surmised that the HR400 pilot had therefore most probably been at this
altitude during his transit across the glider circuit area. The Lee on Solent Aerodrome Manual states
that powered aircraft should not enter the glider ‘sector’ below height 1500ft ‘within the confines of the
airfield’. The ASK21 pilot reported that the HR400 was ‘very close’, although the HR400 pilot reported
not seeing a glider in close proximity. In either case, it was clear that the HR400 pilot did fly into
proximity with the winch, which was launching to a height of 1500ft, and the Board reiterated the
dangers of flying in proximity to winch operations and especially winch cables. Notwithstanding any
potential issues with the accuracy of the radar picture, the Board decided that the HR400 pilot would
have been better advised either to transit to the south for a left-base arrival, or to remain at 1500ft
until clear of the ‘glider sector’. In the event, he did not comply with the Lee on Solent arrival
procedure, and flew close enough to the ASK21 (and the winch) to cause its pilot concern.
Nevertheless, the Board decided that although safety margins had been reduced, they had not been
‘much reduced’ and therefore agreed a degree of risk of C.
During the Board’s deliberations, it became clear that there was a lack of sufficient detail in the Lee
on Solent joining instructions to provide enough guidance for easterly (and westerly) arrivals by
powered aircraft. Specifically, only arrivals from the north and south were explicitly covered. The
Board therefore resolved to recommend that Lee on Solent considers reviewing their arrival
procedures to mitigate easterly and westerly joining traffic.
PART C: ASSESSMENT OF CAUSE AND RISK
Cause:

The Robin pilot did not comply with the Lee-on-Solent arrival procedure and
flew close enough to the ASK21 to cause its pilot concern.

Degree of Risk:

C.

ERC Score3:

4

Recommendation:

Lee-on-Solent considers reviewing their arrival procedures to mitigate
easterly and westerly joining traffic.
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Although the Event Risk Classification (ERC) trial had been formally terminated for future development at the time of the
Board, for data continuity and consistency purposes, Director UKAB and the UKAB Secretariat provided a shadow
assessment of ERC.
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